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Turning point for Big Tech accountability, but EU fails to protect women

EU strikes a historic deal on the Digital Services Act: users will have more rights vis à vis Big Tech and other platforms. However, lawmakers failed to agree on provisions targeted at porn platforms, that were proposed to protect victims, mainly women, from image-based sexual abuse. It will come at a high cost for thousands who have found their intimate photos shared without consent, HateAid warns.

Berlin, 23 April 2022

With the conclusion of the last political DSA negotiations late Friday evening, a new era for the basic digital rights of users is set to begin. After more than a year of deliberation, the European Parliament, Commission and Council have now agreed on a joint vision for the Digital Services Act. HateAid welcomes the EU’s strong will to regulate platforms and calls for a fast and consistent enforcement of the new law. Users will be generally better protected from hate speech, threats and insults on online platforms although the deal has not gone far enough to protect especially women from image-based abuse. Here is HateAid’s initial reaction to the Friday’s agreement on the DSA.

Users will get a chance at second assessment in content moderation

Private companies making content decisions no longer will hold all the cards when it comes to the removal of content. Users will now be able to contest their decisions to remove or keep the notified content online. This important provision fought by civil society, will allow users to easily challenge wrongful content decisions. It is indispensable in cases of online hate speech and other violations: until today the only way for users to appeal those content decisions was to go to court. Now users will have a right to a second assessment of the content by the platform, and when that is exhausted – an out of court dispute mechanism as a first line of defense against bad content moderation will kick in. These tools will come handy to millions, as only 3% of users are turning to courts concerning online content decisions.

Insufficient protection of women from image-based sexual abuse on porn platforms

To the disappointment of thousands of Europeans and affected persons that expressed their concern and urgency about image-based sexual abuse on porn platforms, lawmakers decided to not include effective protection measures in the DSA addressing the needs of the victims. The rejected article, put on the table by the European Parliament and fought for by the Green Shadow Alexandra Geese, intended to oblige porn platforms to remove illegal images without a delay, improve content moderation on adult sites and introduce mandatory verification for uploaders of pornographic content. We can only urge the EU Institutions to act fast to propose a sectoral legislation until the end of the current legislative term. That is necessary to curb the free flow of abuse material on porn platforms that is possible, since it has
no consequences for anonymous perpetrators. This reveals how the chosen horizontal approach of the DSA fails to deal with fundamental rights of the most vulnerable users, and at the same time is unable to meet the specific risks that some online services, independently of their size, pose to society.

**A new era for Tech Transparency and online targeting**

Very large online platforms will be obliged to disclose their algorithms and other inner processes, that have caused mistrust and public outcry about intended amplification of hate speech and disinformation. Other transparency measures include granting researchers and NGOs access to platform data in order to conduct research. Now platforms will be obliged to open up the so-called black box and cooperate in independent research that will shed a light on their handling of illegal, radicalized and discriminatory content as well as disinformation. This is essential to assess the risk that they are posing to society at large especially in times of war and election, but also to learn more about how users are drawn to filter bubbles and fall for conspiracy theories, disinformation and radicalization. However, more work will need to be done to make sure that this transparency transforms the toxic engagement model of the Big Tech.

Furthermore, against massive lobbying efforts by the Big Tech, the lawmakers also agreed to stop discriminatory and manipulative targeting on sites with user-generated content through advertising against minors and people based on sensitive data, like religion or sexual orientation.

**Anna-Lena von Hodenberg, executive director of HateAid:**

“The time of profit over safety is ending. With this legislation the EU has taken the lead on regulating Big Tech. As a consultation centre for victims of online violence, we hope that it will finally create an equality of arms between platforms and users and make sure that users’ rights do not end on national borders. Unfortunately, the EU has shown once again that the interests of the industry have overshadowed the interests of the most vulnerable: of women and girls being victims of image-based sexual abuse. The DSA has exposed a weakness in its gender-mainstreaming approach, failing to properly address one of the most privacy-violating and intrusive online crimes. They have once again looked away – but we will keep fighting. The work for civil society is only beginning – making online platforms a safe space for everyone.”

Through a [petition demanding better protection of women on social media](https://hateaid.org/) and various actions run together with an alliance of international organizations HateAid, an expert center for victims of digital violence in Germany, has critically contributed to the legislative process over the past year and given victims of digital violence a voice on the EU policy stage. The efforts were supported by a broad coalition of national and international lawmakers, NGOs, activists, and public figures.

**HateAid gGmbH**

The non-profit organisation HateAid gGmbH was founded in 2018 and has its headquarters in Berlin. HateAid offers support for victims of digital violence: legal cost funding, emotionally stabilising initial, safety, and communication counselling. The founding managing director is Anna-Lena von Hodenberg. Advocating for victims of digital violence at the European level is part of the Landecker Digital Justice Movement of the Alfred Landecker Foundation.
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